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A C*-dynamical system (A, G, a) is called H-inner if there is a strictly continuous 
unitary representation v from the closed subgroup H of G into the cc-invariant mul- 
tipliers of A, such that a, = Ad v, for every t in H. Assuming that G is a locally com- 
pact abelian group we show that in this case the crossed product G x .A is 
isomorphic to Ind$(G x =,“A). Here G x =,“A is the restricted (or twisted) crossed 
product studied by N. Dang Ngoc and P. Green, which naturally carries a “dual” 
action of the subgroup HI of 6; and Ind$ I refers to the induced C*-algebra 
obtained from this action. 0 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (A, G, a) be a C*-dynamical system, where G is a locally compact 
abelian group. We say that the system is H-inner for some closed subgroup 
H of G, if there is a strictly continuous unitary representation u of H into 
the algebra M(A)” of a-invariant multipliers of A, such that a, = Ad u, for 
every t in H. In this case one can form the restricted (or twisted) crossed 
product G x =,“A in the sense of Dang Ngoc [4] and P. Green [S], and 
find a surjective morphism @ from the ordinary crossed product G x oL A
onto G x ol,H A. The restriction to the subgroup H’ of 6 of the dual action 
0; on G x .A is invariant under @, so that we obtain a C*-dynamical system 
(Gx a,HA, HI, a). We induce this system to obtain the C*-algebra 
Ind$(G x a,HA). Our main result (Theorem 2.4) is that the map 
!F G x .A + Ind$(G x a,HA) 
defined by Y(x)(a) = @(i-Jx)) is an isomorphism. 
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In Section 3 we show that if A c Et(X) for some Hilbert space X, then 
there is a faithful “regular” representation p of G x a,HA on IndG,(%‘). This 
in turn leads to a representation p of Ind$(G x ,+,A) on the Hilbert space 
Ind$(IndG,(&‘)), We find a Plancherel-type isometry w of L2(G, 2) onto 
this Hilbert space and show that 3 0 Y = Ad w. Having the isomorphism Y 
in spatial form allows us to extend our results to H-inner W*-dynamical 
systems, which we do in Section 4. Finally we show how our previous work 
on the Connes spectrum r(a) can be used to construct r(a)‘-inner systems 
in the case where A is G-simple and Sp(a)/T(a) is compact. 
Throughout the paper we shall assume that the Haar measures on G, G 
and their subgroups and quotient groups have been normalized so that 
jG f(s) ds = s,,, jH fb + t) dt 4 f E L’(G), 
jG If(4l’ds= jc I.fb)l’d~, f E L2(G). 
We shall also (tacitly) assume that all groups (but not all C*-algebras) are 
separable, although our results are probably valid also in the nonseparable 
case, using more sophisticated measure theory. We refer the reader to [ 141 
for unexplained definitions and terminology about operator algebras. 
This work was carried out in the congenial atmosphere of the 
Mathematical Sciences Research Intitute. Among the institute members we 
would especially like to thank B. Blackadar, M. A. Rieffel, and J. Rosen- 
berg for stimulating conversations on the subject. 
2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE MMORPHISM 
Let (A, G, a) be an H-inner C*-dynamical system as described in the 
Introduction. Consider the set K(G, A, u) of continuous functions x: G -+ A, 
satisfying x(s- t) = x(s)u, for all s in G and t in H, such that the norm 
function S 4 /Ix(s) (1 belongs to K(G/H): the continuous functions with 
compact support on G/H. We make K(G, A, U) into a normed *-algebra by 
defining 
lIxll1 = jG,” IIx(s)II & x*(s)=%(x(--s)*), 
x x Y(S) = j 4~) ah+ - r)) df 
G/H 
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(noting that the function r +x(r) cr,(y(s--r)) depends only on the coset i 
of r in G/Z-Z). Following Dang Ngoc [4] we deline the restricted crossed 
product G x a,HA as the enveloping C*-algebra of K(G, A, u). 
In the fundamental paper [S], Green studies restricted crossed products 
(under the name of twisted covariance algebras). He shows [S, p. 1971 that 
the algebra G x a,nA is the quotient of the ordinary crossed product G x mA 
by the (closed, two-sided) ideal In (G x .A), where Z is the ideal of 
M(G x d A) generated by the family { 1 - u,l _ f 1 t E H} of central operators. 
(Here Iz denotes the canonical representation of G in M(G x a A), see [ 14, 
7.61.) Thus the representations of G x a,HA correspond bijectively to those 
covariant representations (z, U, X) of the system (A, G, a), for which 
z(u,) = 2.4, for all t in iY. 
Dang Ngoc and Green are exclusively interested in the case where G is 
nonabelian (which is quite natural, given the applications of the theory 
they have in mind). As we shall see, restricted crossed products can be used 
to solve a nontrivial problem for abelian groups. 
LEMMA 2.1 [S, p. 2351. For each x in K(G, A, u) and y in H’ c e de$ne 
&(x)(s) = (s, y )x(s). Then 6, extends to an automorphism of G x crlHA and 
we obtain a C*-dynamical system (G x =,“A, HI, 6). 
Proof. It is easy to verify that BY is an isometric *-isomorphism (for the 
1) * 11 ,-norms) of K(G, A, u) and that y + oi, is a group homomorphism. 
Since G x or,HA is the C*-completion of K(G, A, u) it follows that each BY 
extends to an automorphism of G x @,,A and that & is a group represen- 
tation. The continuity requirement of the function y + i,(x) is clearly 
satisfied when x E K(G, A, u), even for the larger II . 11 -norm, and since this 
algebra is dense, we obtain a C*-dynamical system (G x a,HA, HI, oi) as 
desired. 
LEMMA 2.2 [S, p. 1971. Zf xeK(G, A), define 
@(x)(s) = j- x(s + t) u, dt. 
H 
Then @ extends to a morphism of G x aA onto G x #,“A. Zf oi denotes the 
dual action of e on G x o! A [ 14, 7.8.31, then @(6,(x)) = 4,(@(x)) for euery y 
in H’ and x in G x .A. 
Proof Straightforward computations show that Q(x) E K(G, A, u) for x 
in K(G, A) and that @ is a norm-decreasing *-homomorphism (for the 
1) *1) ,-norms). Since G x .A and G x rxlHA are the C*-completions of 
K(G, A) and K(G, A, u), respectively, it follows that 0 extends to a 
morphism of G x oL A into G x ol,H A. For the same reason we have 
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@(i?,(x))= oi,(@(x)) for every y in HI, because this formula obviously 
holds when x E K( G, A ). 
To show that @ is surjective, consider elements x @ f in K(G, A ), where 
x E A and f E K(G). Here @(x @ f)(s) = x jH u,f(s + t) dt. For each E > 0 
and any given s in G and y in A we can clearly choose x and f such that 
II Y - @b 0 f)(s) II <E. Now take x in K(G, A, u) and E > 0. By the first 
part of the argument there is an open covering E,, E, ,..., E, of G/Hu { ‘x, } 
(with cc E E,) and elements x0, x, ,..., x, in K(G, A) (with x0 =0) such that 
/I x(s) - @(x~)(s) II <a whenever SE Ek. Let fO, f, ,..., f, be a partition of the 
unit on G/H u (cc } subordinate to the covering {Ek} and define y = 
C fk@(xk). Regarding the fk)s as functions on G we see that C fkxk E 
K(G, A) and that y = @(C fkxk). Finally, 
II 4s) - Y(S) II = )) c fkW(X(S) - Q(%)(S) 1; <E> 
because either f,JS) = 0 if s $ E, or else I( x(s) - @(x~)(s) I < e. If F is a com- 
pact subset of G/H containing the support of 1) x(s) /I, we can arrange that 
E, c F for 1 6 k 6 n, which means that the support of I/ y(s) (( is also con- 
tained in F. Thus 
11X-Yll, = j- ilx(s)-y(.s)II dJ<&m(F), 
so that @(K(G, A)) is dense in K(G, A, u) for the II . II ,-norm, and, a for- 
tiori, for the C*-norm. 
LEMMA 2.3. There is an isomorphism 71 of C,,(A) into the center of 
M( G x oL A), such that elements of the form n( f )x, f E C,( I?), x E G x ix A, are 
dense in G x ~ A. Moreover, 
@(i -0(n(f )) = f(6) 1, f E C,(A), 0 E G, 
identifying fi with e/H’. 
Proof. Let 1: G + M( G x oL A) be the canonical unitary representation of 
G, see [ 14, 7.61, and put w, = 2. _ ,u, for each t in H. Since every u, is a fixed 
point we see that w, commutes with i,. Since moreover Ad v, = Ad 2, = a, 
on A we see that w, E A’. Thus t + w, is a representation of H into 
the center 2 of M(G x .A). By integration we obtain a continuous 
*-homomorphism of L’(H) into Z. Since Z is a C*-algebra, this 
homomorphism extends to a morphism n of the C*-completion C,(A) of 
L’(H) into Z. 
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If x E K(G, A), then xw, E K(G, A), with 
(XWJS) = (xl - ,U,)(S) = x(s + t)v, 
(cf. [ 14, 7.6.2)). Thus if g E L’(H) with g(O) = 1 we can estimate 
II x - xwg II 1 = J‘, II x(s) - (xw,Ns) II ds 
= I, l+fH x(s + t) u, g(t) dt // ds 
< II II g(t)(x(s) - 4s + tbt) II dt ds G H 
< II G H (II -+)(l- u,) II + II 4s) - 4s + t) II) I g(t) I dt ds. 
Choosing g30 with small support around 0 in H we can obviously 
arrange that the last expression becomes arbitrary small. Since the C*- 
norm is dominated by the II * 11, -norm it follows that elements xrc( 2) are 
dense in G x oL A. 
Now compute 
@(xwM = j, (xw,)(s +4 0, dr 
= I x(s + r + t) u, u, dr = s x(s + r) u, dr = @(x)(s). H H 
It follows that @J(w,) = 1, when we extend @ to a morphism from 
M(G x .A) into M(G x 
and a in G, 
ol,HA). By integration we obtain for each g in L’(H) 
@P(i-.(W))=Q, j- b-A-,o,)g(t)dt 
H 
=@ (t,a)lmlv,g(t)dt =I (t,a)g(t)dt=g(b)l. 
H 
Since L’(H) is dense in C,(A) it follows that @(K,(rr(f)) =f(&)l for 
every f in C,, (fi). Incidentally this formula shows that 71 is injective. 
Let (B, H, /.?) be a C*-dynamical system, and assume that H is a closed 
subgroup of G. We define the induced system (Indg(B), G, /?) by taking 
Indg(B) to be the C*-algebra of continuous functions x: G + B satisfying 
x(s- t) = Bl(x(s)) for all s in G and t in H, such that the norm function 
S + I( x(s) II belongs to C,(G/H). On Indg(B) we define the action B of G by 
/3=(x)(r) = x(r - s), r, s in G. 
Note that if M(B) denotes the multiplier algebra of B then 
M(Indz(B)) = Indg(M(B)); the latter consisting of all strictly continuous, 
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bounded functions X: G + M(B) satisfying x(s - t) = 1,(x(s)) for s in G and 
t in H. In particular we have a natural embedding of C,(G/H) into the cen- 
ter of M(IndG,(B)). Note moreover, that if ii denotes the primitive ideal 
space of B equipped with the Jacobson topology, [14, 4.1.31, then the 
primitive ideal space of IndG,(B) is homeomorphic to & x (G/H). In par- 
ticular, if B is simple all primitive ideals of Indg(B) are maximal and 
(Indz(B)) I= G/H. Induced C*-algebras are used in [ 17, Sect. 31 to 
provide tractable and interesting examples of smooth actions on C*- 
algebras with continuous trace. 
We now apply the induction process to the system (G x =,“A, HI, a), 
defined in Lemma 2.1, to obtain the system (Ind$(G x %,“A), e, 6). 
THEOREM 2.4. If (A, G, a) is an H-inner P-dynamical system, there is a 
covariant isomorphism Y between the dual system (G x .A, G, 6) and the 
induced system (Ind$(G x or,H A), 6, oi), giuen by 
W)(o) = @(di-,(s)), x~Gx.A,a&, 
with @ as in Lemma 2.2. 
Proof: It is clear that Y(x) is a continuous function from G to G x r,HA 
for each x in G x .A, and we see from Lemma 2.2 that if y E H’ then 
Y(x)(o - y) = @(oi --b+y(x)) = B,(@(B-,(x)) = q Y(x)(a)). 
Moreover, if f E C,(A) then by Lemma 2.3, 
= f(6) @(oi-,(x))=f(&) Y(x)(a). 
Clearly the norm function of the last expression belongs to C,( ($/HI ), and 
since elements of the form x( f )x are dense in G x (I A by Lemma 2.3, we see 
that Y is indeed a morphism from G x .A into B = Ind$(G x a,HA). 
To show that Y is sujective, take x in B and E > 0. Since @ is sujective 
on Gx arlHA, there is an open covering E,, El ,..., E, of e/H’ u { 00 > (with 
cc E E,), and elements x0, x1 ,..., x, in G x .A (with x,, =O), such that 
II x(a) - @(~,Ax~)) II <E whenever 8 E Ek. Let fo, fi ,..., f, be a partition of 
the unit on G/HI u {co } subordinate to the covering {Ek}, and define y = 
D(fk)x/cY with x as in Lemma 2.3. Then 
llx(~)--(Y)(fJ)II= x(a)-Cfk(~)~5(0i-.(xk)) 
II /I 
G 1 II 40) - @(oi - cr(xk) IIfk(d) < -% 
since f,J&) = 0 if 8 $ Ek and )I x(a) - Y(x,)(o) 11 <E if d-e E,. 
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To show that ‘y: G x .A + B is injective, assume, to obtain a contradic- 
tion, that the unique extension of Y to a morphism of M(G x aA) has a 
nonzero kernel I. It follows from the definition of Y, that Z is an &invariant 
ideal. Regarding A as a C*-subalgebra of M(G x .A) we claim that 
In A # (0). In fact, it follows from [14, 7.9.5 and 7.9.61, that if x E I and 
~EL’(G)~L~(G), then 
I i: 
oi,( Af. x$) da E A n I. 
But if y E A n Z, then y @ f ( = y$-) E Z for every fin L’(G), and now 
O=Y’(y@f)(s,a)=j- (s+t, -a)f(s+t)yu,dt. 
H 
It follows that y= 0, a contradiction. Thus Z= 0, so that Y is an 
isomorphism as claimed. 
The calculating reader may verify that 
(‘z- ‘Y)(S) = ~c,HL 6, a > y(s, a) dc?, 
for each y in the dense *-subalgebra of B consisting of functions 
y: G x G + A, satisfying 
y(s-t,a-y)=(s,y)y(s,a)u,, sEG,tEH,aEC?.,yEH’, 
such that the norm function (S, 8) --* 11 y(s, a) (1 is integrable on 
G/H x e/H’. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Zf (A, G, a) is a P-dynamical system and H c ker a, 
then there is a covariant isomorphism between the dual system (G x .A, C?, oi) 
and the induced system (Ind$(G/H x a A), 6, oi). 
Remark 2.6. The corollary above was the starting point of our 
investigation. It has been proved in the special case G = Z, H = nZ by B. 
Blackadar, N. C. Phillips, and M. A. Rieffel; and in the case G = R, H = Z 
by Blackadar [l, Proposition 10.61. Here H’ = E, so that oi(H’) has the 
form Zfi for some /? in S(G); and the induced C*-algebra becomes the map- 
ping torus of continuous functions x: [0, 1 ] + T x cL A, such that 
41) = PcdO)). 
Remark 2.7. For ordinary crossed products, the duality theory of 
Takai-Takesaki produces an isomorphism 
GX &(Gx .A)=A@X, 
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X denoting the compact operators on L*(G), see [ 14, 7.9.33. For restricted 
crossed products Green shows [S, 311, that the C*-algebras 
H’ x &(G x a,HA) and A are strongly Morita equivalent, i.e., 
(HLx,(Gxa,,,A))@X=AOX. 
We shall derive this result from the ordinary duality theorem using 
Theorem 2.4. The extra ingredient is the fact that if (B, H, /?) is a C*- 
dynamical system and (IndC,(B), G, p) its induced system then the crossed 
products 
HxBB and G x pIndz( B) 
are strongly Morita equivalent. This is a very special case of [S, 173 (no 
twisting map). A simple proof is given in [ 19, Situation 41 for the case 
where B is commutative; and another proof for the case where b acts 
trivially on the primitive ideal space of B can be found in [ 17, 3.11. Both 
proofs can easily be extended to cover the general situation (says J.R.). The 
computations now proceed as follows: 
AOX=~x,(Gx.A) 
= G x ,Ind$(G x ~,HA)=(H’x~(Gx.,HA))O~X, 
which is Green’s duality theorem. 
3. SPATIAL IMPLEMENTATION 0F THE ISOMORPHISM 
Recall that if (u, 2) is a (continuous) unitary representation of a closed 
subgroup H of the locally compact (abelian) group G, then the induced 
Hilbert space Indg(S’) is defined to be the (equivalence classes of) square 
integrable Bore1 functions 5: G -+ X, satisfying <(s - t) = 0,5(s) for all s in 
G and t in H, equipped with the inner product 
We obtain the induced representation (2, Indz(X’)) of G by defining 
(Art)(s)= r(s-r) for all S, r in G and 5 in IndG,(Z). 
LEMMA 3.1. Zf (u, 2) is a unitary representation of H there is a unitary 
representation (1, Ind$(#)) of H’ in (I? given by 
(&3(s) = (ST Y > 5(s), y E HI, r E Indg(X). 
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Zf .%’ denotes the Hilbert space Ind$(Ind~(S)), then the formula 
(W(s, 0) = J‘, ( s + t, -a) u&s + t) dt 
defines an isometry w from L*(G, S) ( = Ind,G (2’)) onto 2, with adjoint 
w* defined by 
(W*V)(s) = je,Hl (s, 0) q(s, o) dti. 
Proof: Note that by definition 2 consists of the (equivalence classes of) 
square integrable Bore1 functions q: G x G + 2 satisfying 
with )I q II * = j j )I ~(s, 6) II * dS d&. That w maps L’(G, 2) into 2 is verified 
by direct computations. Now take q in 2 and 5 in L*(G, 2’) and compute 
s u e,Hl <s, 0) vl(s, 0) d8 It(s) ds G 
= 
f If 
(s + t, a)(?(~ + t, a) I ((s + t)) dc? dt di 
GfH H e/HI 
=IG,HJ‘,,lI, 
(s+t,a)(~-&CT) I t(s+t)dtd~+dS 
= lG,Hje,H1jH 
(yl(s, a) 1 (s + t, -0) u,((s + t)) dt dti & 
= 
f I GfH e/HI 
(rl(s, 0) I MS, 0)) dti di = (q Id). 
Thus we have verified the formula for w*. 
Take 5 in L*(G, X) and compute 
w*w((s) = j-,, (s, a) j-H (s + t, -0) u,t(s + t) dt dc? 
= 
ff I?H 
(t, -r> u&+t)dtdy. 
For each s in G and &, in S-define the function f( t) = (Y,~(s + t) ( &,), t E H. 
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For a dense set of vectors 5 in L*(G, X), both functions f and Q (on H and 
fi, respectively) are integrable, and we get 
((w*wXs) I to) = j- j <t, -Y > f(f) df 4 
HH 
= i HI fl -Y) dy = f(O) = (t(s) I to). 
Since this holds for every to in 2 and s in G we conclude that w*w = 1. 
Finally, take q in J% and compute 
= jH (s + 6 -0) “* j (s+t,r)q(s+t,z)d?dt 
d/H1 
= SI (s+t,z-o)u,?(s+t,z)dZdz H e/HI 
For fixed s in G, (T in G and &, in Y? define g(j) = (s, z)(q(s, z + a) I to). 
Again we can find a dense set of vectors q in 2 such that both g and 2 are 
integrable on Z? ( = G/HI) and H, respectively, so that 
(ww*rl(s, a)lL,)= jH jR C~,Y) g(y)&dt 
= I H B(t) dt = g(O) = (t~(s, o)l50). 
From this we conclude that ww* = 1, as desired. 
We now apply the theory of induced unitary representations to a par- 
tially inner C*-dynamical system in order to construct the regular represen- 
tation of the restricted crossed product. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. If (A, G, c() is an H-inner P-dynamical system and 
A c B(S) for some Hilbert space S?, then there is a Cfaithful) representation 
(p, Ind$(X)) of G x or,HA such that 
(P(XMS) =jG,, c1 -S(x(r)) <(s - r) di (*) 
for every x in K(G, A, u) and 5 in Indg(X). 
580!6612-9 
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Proof Straightforward computations show that p (as defined by (*)) is 
a norm-decreasing *-homomorphism (for the II+II ,-norm) of K(G, A, U) 
into B(Ind~(.%‘)), and therefore (by universality) extends to a morphism p 
of G x or,HA. That p is injective will be proved in Proposition 3.7. 
LEMMA 3.3. Take 1 as in Lemma 3.1 and p as in Lemma 3.2. Then 
(P, % InG(W) is a covariant representation of the C*-dynamical system 
(Gx ,nA, HI, 6) defined in Lemma 2.1. 
ProoJ: Straightforward computations. 
LEMMA 3.4. If (71, u, X’) is a covariant representation of a P-dynamical 
system (B, H, /?) and H c G, then we obtain a covariant representation 
(Z, I, Indg(#)) of the induced system (Indg(B), G, b) if we define 
(3x)0(s) = Ws)) 5(s), @,0(s) = tXs - r) 
for x in Indz(B), r, s in G and < in Ind$(Z). 
Proof: Straightforward computations. 
THEOREM 3.5. If (A, G, LX) is an H-inner C*-dynamical system and 
A c B(X), consider the regular representation (1, L’(G, 2)) of G x IxA and 
the representation (p”, Ind$(Ind~(X))) of Ind$(G x or,HA) obtained by 
inducing the regular representation (p, IndG,(X)) of G x or,HA as described in 
Lemma 3.4. Then with the isometry w as defined in Proposition 3.1 and Y as 
in Theorem 2.4 we have 
(p”(W,, = Mx)w*, XEGX~A. 
Proof. Take x in K(G, A) and 5 in L’(G, X), and compute 
(P(W)) w5)(sv 0) 
= (P(@(i -Ax))) w5( .? I)) 
= s a-,(@(&,(x))(r)) &Is-r, 0) df GIH 
= s I (r+ t, -0) or-,(x(r+ t)v,)dt G/H H 
x 
s 
<s-r++, -o>v,l(s-r+p)dpdf 
H 
= jG,Hs,s, 
(s+t+p, -~>a-,(x(~+t))v,+~c(s-r+p)dtdpdi 
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= ii s (s+p, -a>ol-.(x(r+t))up4(s+p-(r+t))dtd~dp H G/H H 
= 
Li 
(s+p, -a>cr-.(x(q))u,r(s+P-q)dqdP 
HG 
= (s + P? -0) upa -(s+ ,,(x(q)) 8s + P - 4) dq dP 
= 
I 
(s + p, -0) u,(z(x)~)(s + p) dp = (4x) 5)(s, a). 
H 
Thus p”( Y(x)) w = wi(x), as desired. 
Remark 3.6. The reader may check that if 1 denotes the translation 
action of G on Ind$(IndC,(X)) induced from the action of H’ on 
Indg(Z) defined in Lemma 3.1, then 
where the second 1, is the usual dual action of G on L2(G, X). This means 
that w intertwines the two covariant representations of the C*-dynamical 
systems (G x .A, G, oi) and (Ind$(G x 3,HA), (I?, i). 
PROPOSITION 3.7. The regular representation (p, Indz(X)) of G x r/H A 
defined in 3.2 is faithful. 
Proof. Since ker p is an HI-invariant ideal in G x aIHA, we can form 
the induced C*-algebra Ind$(ker p), which obviously will be a G-invariant 
ideal in Ind$(G x r,HA) contained in ker p, cf. Lemma 3.4. 
If ker p # 0, set I= W’ker p and choose by spectral theory x, y in I + 
with xy = x, such that Q(x) # 0. Now as in [ 11, 2.11 we choose a sym- 
metric neighborhood E of 0 in G such that I/ oi,(y) - y 11 < 1 for all 0 in E 
andwesety,=(l-oi,(y)+y)-‘.Then 
‘c(x) = &(x)(1 - k?(Y) + Y) Y, = k7(x) YY, E 1. 
If f E &(6/H’) with f(0) = 1 and support in E/H’, then by Lemma 2.3 
y(n(f )x)(b) = f(k) @(a ~ n(x)) E ker P 
for every c in G (and only nonzero on E+ HI). Thus !P(x(f)x) is a non- 
zero element of ker F. But that is impossible since p is faithful by 
Theorem 3.5. Consequently ker p = 0. 
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4. W*-DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS 
We say that a W*-dynamical system (4, G, a) is H-inner if there is a cr- 
weakly continuous unitary representation u: H + yai/“, such that ~1, = Ad v, 
for every t in H. For such a system we consider the set K,(G, 4, O) of O- 
weakly continuous functions x: G --) JZ satisfying x(s - t) = x(s)u, for all s 
in G and t in H, such that the norm function 3 + II x(s) 11 belongs to 
K(G/H). As in the C*-algebraic case we make K,(G, .&Z, u) into a normed 
*-algebra by defining 
IlXlll = JG,H IIx(s)lI 4 X*(s)=%(x(-s)*), 
xx Y(S) = x(r) LY,(y(s - r)) di. 
Assuming that JZ c IS(X) for some Hilbert space S we represent 
K,(G, JS!, u) on Indg(S) by 
km) = SGH a -Jx(r)) l(s - r) di. 
We define the restricted W*-crossedproduct G x E,H~ as the von Neumann 
algebra generated by K,(G, JZ, u) in B(Indg(S)). 
LEMMA 4.1. To each H-inner W*-dynamical system (~2, G, a) there is an 
H-inner C*-dynamical system (A, G, u), such that A is a-weakly dense in 4 
and inherits the action from A. 
ProoJ: Define A to be the C*-subalgebra of J%’ consisting of elements x 
for which the functions s + a,(x) and t + u,x(on G and H, respectively) are 
norm continuous. As u,x = CI,(X)U~, it is readily verified that A is a- 
invariant and that uH c M(A). 
We claim that elements of the form 
Y= I uta,(x) f(s, t) ds dt, 
XEA, f EL’(Gx H), 
GxH 
are norm dense in A, cf. 114, 7.511. Indeed, each such y belongs to A since 
IIfA%(Y)-Yll= 111,, u,~,(x)(f(r - s, P - 1) -Jr, P)) dr dp 
II 
d II x II II f(&l) - f II 1 --) 03 
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as (s, t) + (0,O). Conversely, if x E A and f 2 0 with (( f 11, = 1, then 
u,a,(x) f(s, t) ds dt - x 
(u,a,(x) - x) f(s, t) ds dt 
il 
d s (II a,(x) -x II + II (0, - 1 )x II) Sk t) ds dt. GxH 
Taking f with sufficiently small support around (0, 0), this last quantity 
becomes arbitrarily small, so that elements of the form y are dense in A. 
On the other hand, these elements are clearly a-weakly dense in A, whence 
also A is o-weakly dense. Denoting by a the restriction from A to A of the 
previous action a, we obtain the desired H-inner system (A, G, a). 
THEOREM 4.2. Zf (A, G, a) is an W*-dynamical system and G is 
separable, there is an isomorphism between the von Neumann algebras 
GX.d& and (Gx a,H~/)O~5”(fi). 
Proof. By definition the W*-crossed product G x .A! is r(G x .A)“, cf. 
[14, 7.10.1-J where (z, L2(G, X)) is the regular representation; and the 
restricted W*-crossed product G x E/HA is the von Neumann algebra 
P(GX I1,HA)“r cf. Proposition 3.2 (where (A, G, a) refers to the o-weakly 
dense system from Lemma 4.1). 
Put X=Gx a,HA’ and & = IndG,(X). Then Ind$(A”) is the von 
Neumann algebra p(Ind$(G x a,HA))” generated by the (norm) con- 
tinuous functions x: G + .,V satisfying X(CJ - y) = $,(x(a)) for all 0 in G and 
y’ in HI, such that the function 6 + )I X(Q) II belongs to K(6/HL ). The 
action of such a function on Ind$(X”,) is given by x5( a) = x(a) {(a), cf. 
Lemma 3.4. In particular, if x E C,(G/H’) we have x<(a) =x(8) [(a). 
Since @ is separable we can choose a Bore1 subset E in G such that 
d = E x HI (Bore1 isomorphism). Identifying E with fi ( = e/HI), it 
follows that Ind$JXO) = Y0 @L*(A) and that Ind$(Jlr) is generated by 
elements z @ f where z E Jf and f E C,(A) acting by multiplication. In 
other words, Ind$(M) is isomorphic to JV @L”(A). From the spatial 
form of the isomorphism in Theorem 2.4 given in Theorem 3.6, it now 
follows that G x ..& is isomorphic to JV” 0 L”(A), as desired. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Zf (A, G, a) is a W*-dynamical system and H = ker a, 
then we have an isomorphism 
Gx&!=(G/Hx.&)@L.“(fi). 
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5. APPLICATIONS TO THE CONNES SPECTRUM 
The origin of partially inner dynamical systems can be traced back to 
Connes’ classification theory [2]: Each factor & of type III is equipped 
with an essentially unique one-parameter modular group o, and the L-type 
of J%! is determined by the subgroup r(a) = (n log J, 1 n E Z} of R, whose 
annihilator is the group H of modular automorphisms implemented by 
unitaries in JP’. This and the consecutive work by Connes and Takesaki 
[3] inspired the present authors to develop a theory of the Connes spec- 
trum T(a) for a C*-dynamical system (A, G, a), cf. [8, 10, 11, 123. In this 
more general setting the equation H = r(a)’ may fail to be true. However, 
it remains valid in a sufficient number of interesting cases to make the 
following discussion worthwhile. 
We note as an easy fact, that if (A, G, a) is an H-inner C*-dynamical 
system, then Hc T(a)‘. One way to see this is to observe that if r~ E T(U), 
then oi, acts trivially on the center Z of M(G x .A) by [14, 8.11.93. Take t 
in H, and put w, = Apt, as in the proof of Lemma 2.3. Then w, E Z, so 
oi,(w,) = w,. On the other hand we know that 
oi,(w,)=oi,(l2_,)oi,(u,)=(-t,a)il_,u,=(-t,o)w, 
(cf. [14, 7.8.2 and 7.8.31). Thus (t, a) = 1 for every t and c’, i.e. HcT(a)‘. 
Before we go into the construction of H-inner systems we show that “H- 
innerness” is an invariant under exterior equivalence. The interested reader 
may check that the argument works also for a nonabelian group G, 
provided that one substitutes a,(~,) = u,,~-I for u, E M(A)” (cf. [5, p. 1961). 
PROPOSITION 5.1. If (A, G, a) and (A, G, /I) are exterior equivalent C*- 
dynamical systems, and (A, G, a) is H-inner, then so is (A, G, /?). 
Proof: By assumption there is a unitary 1-cocycle (with respect to a) 
U: G+M(A), such that fi, = (Ad u,)a, for all s in G, [14, 8.11.31. If 
moreover u: H + M(A)” is a unitary representation of the subgroup H of 
G, such that a, = Ad u, for every t in H, deline w, = ulu,, t E H. This is 
clearly a strictly continuous unitary function w: H --) M(A), such that 
/It = Ad w, for every t in H. For t, p in H we compute 
W p+t= u p+tUp+t = upap(uf) upu, 
=upup(up*ap(u,)up)u, =z4pup~tut =wpwt, 
which proves that w is a group representation. Finally, if s E G and t E H, 
BAw,) = u,(Gw,)W = usas u,u,* 
=24 s+ru,u,* = u,a,(u,) u,$ = z4,uIu,u~utu~ = w,, 
which shows that w, E II~(A)~, and completes the proof. 
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We wish to apply Theorem 2.4 to obtain a manageable description of the 
crossed product G x J. The ideal situation would be that the restricted 
crossed product G x a,HA is simple, so that the ideal structure of G x .A is 
completely determined by the locally compact Hausdorff space G/H’. But 
in this case A must be G-simple, see Theorem 5.5. We could take this fact 
as our justification for dealing almost exclusively with G-simple algebras. 
First we show that by working only with abelian groups we do not 
encounter any cohomological obstructions related to group extensions 
(compare [13, Sect. 31). Thus the definition of H-innerness could be made 
considerably weaker (formally) in the G-simple and even the G-prime case. 
LEMMA 5.2. Zf (A, G, a) is a G-prime V-dynamical system, and H is a 
closed subgroup of G such that for each t in H we have a, = Ad u for some 
unitary u in M(A)*, then the system is H-inner. 
Proof. Denote by U” the unitary group in M(A)‘, equipped with the 
strict topology, and let rt: U” -+ Aut(A) be the continuous map defined by 
X(U) = Ad u, u E U”. Set K = rc ~ ‘(aH), and note that K is an abelian sub- 
group of UU (as u,uP = a,(ur)u, = uPu, whenever n(u,) = a, and n(u,) = a,,). 
The kernel for n in K is equal to the unitary group in M(A)” n A’, but since 
A is G-prime (no two orthogonal invariant ideals) the latter algebra is Cl, 
so that ker rt is the circle group T. Consequently we have an abelian group 
extension: 
(replacing if necessary H by H/ker a). Since both T and H are locally com- 
pact groups, so is K; and since T is a direct summand in any locally com- 
pact abelian group in which it is a closed subgroup, we conclude that 
K = U 0 H. The injection map v: H --) K gives the desired representation of 
H to make the system H-inner. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let (A, G, a) be a G-simple C*-dynamical system and 
assume that Sp(a)/f(a) is compact (in G/Z(a)). Then the system is Z(a)‘- 
inner. 
Proof. If tEr(a)l there is by [ 12, 4.31 a nonzero G-invariant, 
heriditary C*-subalgebra B of A, such that a,) B= exp 6 for some G- 
invariant *-derivation 6 of B. Since B is G-invariant and A is G-simple, the 
map I+ In B is a homeomorphism between the primitive ideal spaces A 
and B for A and B, respectively [ 14, 4.1.101. Define the function ) 6 1 on B 
by IS((Z)= 1161 B/Z] 11, ZEZ? (cf. [14, 8.6.7]), and note from [9, 2.21, that 
(6 ( is lower semi-continuous on Z? Let c denote the infimum of ) 6 ( on Z?, 
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andfors>Ochoose Z,in &such that IbI(Z,)<c+e. Then Z,=JnBfor 
some J in k, and for every s in G we have 
Ial (dJ)nB)= 161 (as(JnB))= (SI (JnB)<c+&, 
because 6 is G-invariant. Since the orbit {q(J) ) s E G} is dense in k (by G- 
simplicity), it follows from the lower semi-continuity of (6 1 that 
( 6 1 (I) < c + E for every Z in 8. As E is arbitrary we conclude that ) 6 ( is con- 
stant ( = c) on B. Applying [14, 8.6.91 we get 6 = ad ih, where h E M(B) + 
and is the minimal positive generator for 6 (cf. [14, 8.5.51). In particular, h 
is G-invariant. With w = exp ih it follows that ~1, I B = Ad w for some unitary 
w in M(B)“, and we now use [14, 8.9.11 to construct the unique unitary u 
in A”, such that ~1, = Ad u and up = w, where p denotes the open projection 
in A” supporting B. Since both p and w are G-invariant, so is U; and since 
the elements x in A such that ux E A form a closed, G-invariant ideal of A 
(as uyx = a,(y) ux) containing B, we conclude that u E M(A)‘. 
We have shown that each automorphism from f(a)’ is implemented by 
a unitary in M(A)l, and now Lemma 5.2 applies to complete the proof. 
THECOREM 5.4. Let (A, G, u) be an H-inner C*-dynamical system. The 
following two conditions are equivalent: 
(i) Gx alH A is prime; 
(iia) A is G-prime and 
(iib) Z’(a) = HI. 
Proof: (i) * (iia). If I1 and Zz are nonzero, orthogonal, G-invariant 
ideals of A, then G x .Zi, i = 1,2, are nonzero, orthogonal G-invariant 
ideals of G x .A. Clearly then, 
which produces two orthogonal ideals G x a,HA that cannot be zero by 
Theorem 2.4. Thus G x a,HA fails to be prime. 
(i) + (iib). If J is a nonzero ideal of G x =A then Z= @(a-,(J)) is a 
nonzero ideal of G x a,HA for some 0 in G by Theorem 2.4. Take y in H’ 
and note that oi,(Z)Z# (0) by (i). But 
d,(Z)Z= @(d-,(i,(J)J)), 
so that oi,(J)J# (0). It follows by 114, 8.11.83 that y~Z(a). Thus 
H’ c Z(E), and the reverse inclusion is always valid as we noted in the 
beginning of this section. 
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(ii)*(i). If Gx Lr,HA is not prime it has two nonzero, orthogonal ideals 
J, and J2. Take y in H’ and assume that Z=oi,(Ji)nJ, # (0). By (iib) 
and [ 14, 8.11.81 we then have 
{O}#&,(Z)nZcJ, nJ,, 
a contradiction. Consequently oi,(J,) n J2 = (0) for all y in HI. Replacing 
Ji with the closure of Uoi,(J,), y E HI, for i = 1,2, we may therefore assume 
that J, and Jz are HI-invariant ideals in G x or,HA. But then Ind$(Ji), 
i = 1,2, are nonzero, orthogonal, G-invariant ideals in G x .A by 
Theorem 2.4, so that G x I A fails to be G-prime. By [ 14, 7.9.71 this means 
that A fails to be G-prime, contradicting the assumption (iia). 
THEOREM 5.5. Let (A, G, a) be a separable, H-inner C*-dynamical 
system. Assume that each isotropy subgroup for (the transposed action of) CI 
on the primitive ideal space of A is discrete. Then the following two con- 
ditions are equivalent: 
(i) Gx x,HA is simple; 
(iia) A is G-simple and 
(iib) Z(cc) = HI. 
ProoJ: (i) * (iia). If Z is a nontrivial G-invariant ideal in A, then G x $I 
is a nontrivial, G-invariant ideal of G x .A. Thus 
@(oi-.(Gx.Z)=@(Gx.Z) 
for every 0 in G, which shows that @(G x .I) is a nontrivial ideal in 
Gx a,HA by Theorem 2.4. 
(i) * (iib). Follows from Theorem 5.4. 
(ii) =S (i). The assumption on the isotropy subgroups together with G- 
simplicity imply that the primitive ideal space Y of Gx.A is 
homeomorphic to G/Z, where f is the common isotropy subgroup for the 
(transposed) action of oi on Y, see [ 12, 2.3 and 2.11. But if Y is a Hausdorff 
space (or just T,) then every primitive ideal is maximal. Applying 
Theorem 5.4 to our assumptions (iia) and (iib), we see that G x a,HA is a 
primitive quotient of G x ~ A. Thus ker 0 is a maximal ideal, i.e., G x a,H A is 
simple. 
Remark 5.6. The implication (ii) * (i) in the preceding theorem is not 
valid unless some restrictions are put on the system. Already in the case 
H= (0) we have counterexamples to the general statement (cf. [ 10, 6.61 
and [ll, 3.51). On the other hand, the condition above, that all isotropy 
subgroups are discrete, is so strong that we can almost dispense with H- 
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innerness: If A is G-simple, then G x .A is always induced from a system 
(B, f(a), a), where B is a simple quotient of G x .A, see [ 12, 2.61. 
Let F(a) denote the closed subgroup of G consisting of elements y such 
that g,(J) = J for every closed ideal J of G x ol A. Thus r(a) c T(a) (c.f. [ 14, 
8.11.81). 
THEOREM 5.7. Let (A, G, a) be an H-inner C*-dynamical system. The 
following two conditions are equivalent: 
(i) Gx .lnA is simple; 
(iia) A is G-simple and 
(iib) f(a) = HI. 
Proof: (i) * (iia) is the same proof as in Theorem 5.5. 
(i) + (iib). From Theorem 2.4 we know that the primitive ideal space of 
G x .A -is Hausdorff (in fact hom_eomorphic to H). Consequently 
T(a) = T(a) (cf. [14, 8.11.9]), whence T(a) = H’ by Theorem 5.4. 
(ii)*(i). To obtain a contradiction, assume that J is a nontrivial 
closed ideal in G x =,,A. Since the morphism @ in Lemma 2.2 is HI- 
covariant it follows from (iib) that J is HI-invariant. But then Ind$(J) is a 
nontrivial, G-invariant ideal in G x .A by Theorem 2.4, which contradicts 
condition (iia). 
Insofar as restricted crossed products represent a technically more 
involved theory than ordinary crossed products, we should always replace 
ones with the others, when this can be done without changing the final 
result. If (A, G, a) is an H-inner C*-dynamical system, and if we can extend 
the representation v: H + M(A)” to a unitary representation v’: G --) M(A)” 
(or just to a unitary one-cocycle i7: G + M(A)), then with p = Ad v 0 a we. 
get an exterior equivalent system (A, G, /3), and thus an isomorphism 
II: G x .A -+ G x ,A (such that K(X) =x for every x in A, regarded as 
elements in the respective multiplier algebras), see [16, 351. But in the new 
system we have H c Ker /?, so that we may apply Corollary 2.5 instead of 
Theorem 2.4. 
This extension problem was discussed in [15], and we restate the main 
result [15, Theorem 21 in terms of our present situation. Note though that 
we have replaced the condition: A is simple, by the weaker condition: A is 
G-simple. For the proof this means that we must appeal to (the proof of) 
Theorem 5.3 instead of [14, 8.9.71. 
THEOREM 5.8. Let (A, G, a) be a separable C*-dynamical system, where 
A is G-simple and Sp(a)/T(a) is compact. If G = WQ K, K compact, then 
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there is a system (A@ Xx, G, /I), X denoting the compact operators, such 
that j? is exterior equivalent to a Q E, and ker fi = T(a)‘. In particular, 
(Gx .A)O~=Inde,,,((G/T(a)i)x &AOX)). 
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